N-Ject NH3
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Simple. Accuracte. Reliable.
CapstanAG’s N-Ject™ NH3 system provides row-to-row uniformity while
allowing for variable rate applications.

N-Ject utilizes PWM technology inside the
modular manifold to contorol NH3 flow
to each row.

The system tailors the pulse duty cycle as it quickly
compensates for change in rate or speed to maintain
your target application

Correct application of Nitrogen is critical to getting
the best yield from your crops.

N-Ject NH3 Benefits
Precise row to row accuracy
No oriface changing for rate and/or speed changes
Variable rate on the fly
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How N-Ject NH3 Works
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NH3 leaves the outlet
tube and is routed to
the knife for application
to the field.

NH3 liquid vaporizes
in the outlet passage
causing the cooling
tubes to get very cold.

Warm NH3 liquid and vapor enters
from the tank, pass through the
filter and enter the manifold.
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Gravity helps to separate
vapor from liquid.
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NH3 passes between
cooling tubes to condense
vapor into a liquid.

Solenoid valves pulse open
to allow the correct amount
of NH3 into the outlet passage.
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NH3 liquid enters the rail
passage ready for metering.

N-Ject™ NH3 has a 6% or less distribution variability, providing an application
that will be on target. Conventional application technology weighs in with
a typical 18-22%. This performance leaves unwanted streaks and entire
fields with misapplication.
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Shank Distribution @ Side Dress Rates (25#N/acre)

Visit us online or your CapstanAG Dealer for a demo
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